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“Visualizing the Environment,” a special issue guest edited by Allison Carruth and Robert P. Marzec, explores forms of environmental image making and visualization in the context of the Anthropocene. The essays aim to spark dialogue about how visual technologies and media—from satellite imaging and military simulation to animation and infographics—are shaping contemporary perceptions of both ecological risks and environmental movements. With contributions from Allison Carruth, Elizabeth DeLoughrey, Ursula K. Heise, Heather Houser, Robert P. Marzec, Nicholas Mirzoeff, and Rob Nixon, the issue investigates new horizons of cultural history, critical theory, and media studies within the environmental humanities.
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**Public Culture** aims to publish original research of the highest caliber, and we welcome your submissions. We value strong writing, clear argumentation, imaginative theory, and an engaging prose style. **Public Culture** reaches an audience that transcends scholarly disciplines and extends beyond the academy. We seek work that persuades through evidence, logic, and analysis and that presumes no shared theoretical proclivities, political values, or specialized vocabularies.

Brief opinion-oriented pieces (of 500–3,000 words) run at the front of each issue in the Forum section. Full-length articles (of 6,000–9,000 words) based on original research are at the core. We also feature in-depth discussions with leading contemporary thinkers. Typically, we are familiar only with scholarly labor’s final results, published books and articles, or occasional lectures. The interviews we publish call attention to the backstage of intellectual practice.

In addition to original research essays, opinion pieces, and conversations, **Public Culture** welcomes translations of previously published, groundbreaking essays. We also seek submissions of photo-essays and other visual essays, with or without accompanying text. We publish *analytic* images—pictures that help us glimpse the cultural patterns, social structures, and transformations of nature underlying contemporary life. These images surprise not only by revealing times and places rarely seen but by modeling ways of using our eyes to register deep changes in the social and natural landscape. They are, in short, pictures to think with.

Our sister publication, **Public Books** (www.publicbooks.org), welcomes proposals for review essays about books (fiction or nonfiction), films, exhibitions, or plays, as well as profiles of intellectuals or literary scenes, visual essays, and multimedia work. Authors interested in submitting to **Public Books** should send proposals of 500 words or fewer to editorial@publicbooks.org.
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